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LiveTiles Limited  
Software & Services 

BUY 
LVT A$0.565             TARGET PRICE A$0.73 
LiveTiles (ASX:LVT) is a global software company headquartered 
in New York, with operations in the US, London, Zurich and 
Australia. LVT offers intelligent workplace software for the 
commercial, government and education markets, and is an 
award-winning Microsoft Partner.  

Platforms empowering users to drive 
their own intelligent workplace 
experience 
Company Overview 
LiveTiles Ltd (ASX:LVT) develops and licenses its patented 
software tool that functions like a ‘presentation layer’ over 
Microsoft’s SharePoint platform which has 200m users across 
200,000 customer organisations. LVT’s platform aims to enhances 
the effectiveness and simplicity of Microsoft SharePoint.  
 
In line with Microsoft’s shift in strategic focus to an ‘AI-first’ 
strategy, LVT has also launched three AI products that integrate 
with LiveTiles SharePoint.  
 
Company Strategy 
LVT have two key sales channels, direct and partners.  The channel 
for platform sales   is through partnerships primarily 
compromising of consulting and implementation services 
providers across US, UK and Europe.  
 
Competitive Advantage 
LVT operates in the enterprise content management (ECM) 
market – the management of a business’ information, records and 
data. LVT’s value proposition consists of: increase user adoption 
of IT; simplicity of integration; speed of deployment; and increase 
cost efficiencies. 
 
Market Overview 
The ECM market was estimated to be worth US$5.5b in 2014. As 
LVT products are currently integrated with Microsoft’s SharePoint, 
Office 365 and Azure platforms, every user of these platforms is a 
potential customer.  
 
LVT has also entered into the AI market, with the launch of 3 AI 
products. AI is expected to grow more than 20-fold between 2015 
and 2024, from $126b to $3t. 
 
Cash Position 
As of 30 June 2017 LVT’s cash position was $3.5m. This increased 
to $11.7m in Q1FY18, with a $12m capital raise in August 2017 at 
18 cps. We estimate LVT’s cash position to be $2.7m by FY18, and 
breakeven in FY21. 
 

Valuation 
We are initiating coverage on LVT with a 12-month price target of 
A73c/sh and a BUY recommendation.  
 
Because LVT is reinvesting for growth we don’t expect it to make 
any significant profit until 2023.  Hence we must use forecast 
earnings for FY23 for our valuation.  For FY23 the market PE 
multiple is assumed to be 13.7 times earnings.  We propose that 
LVT should trade at a 10% premium to the market multiple in 
FY24 (13.7 times 110% times 4.9c equals A73c/sh). 
 
The price target is also underpinned by our DDM valuation (which 
also goes out to 2023) and uses a cost of equity of 6.83%. 
 
 
 

Company Data 
Number of shares 451.2M 

Market Capitalisation $255M 

Free float (%) 51.0 

12-month high/low $0.60/0.18  

Average Daily Turnover ($m) 0.4 

% S&P/ASX200 N/A 

DDM Ranking N/A 

% All Ordinaries N/A 

GICS Industry Group Technology Services 

Source: FactSet, EverBlu Capital  
 

 

Source: EverBlu Capital 
EverBlu Capital contributes all company estimates to Thomson Reuters, 
FactSet and Capital IQ. 

Share price performance 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: FactSet, EverBlu Capital 
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Earnings Summary (AUD)

Year end June 2017A 2018F 2019F 2020F

Revenue ($M) 4.8 12.3 19.6 30.3

EBITDA ($M) -5.3 -9.7 -7.9 -4.1

Adjusted NPAT ($M) -7.4 -10.6 -8.9 -5.3

Reported EPS (¢) -1.5 -2.2 -1.8 -1.1

Adjusted EPS (¢ - FD) -1.5 -2.2 -1.8 -1.1

Adjusted EPS growth (%) N/A N/A N/A N/A

Adjusted P/E (x) N/A N/A N/A N/A

Dividend (¢/sh) -            -            

Gross yield (%) -            -            -            -            

Net yield (%) -            -            -            -            

ROIC (%) N/A N/A N/A N/A
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COMPANY OVERVIEW 

LiveTiles Ltd (ASX:LVT) listed on the ASX in September 2015 raising $11m through the reverse takeover of 

Modun Resources Ltd. 

LVT develops and licenses its patented proprietary software tool that operates together with Microsoft’s cloud 

collaboration platforms, including SharePoint, Office 365 and Azure, enabling businesses to rapidly build and 

deploy modern business solutions including intranets and extranets to their operations. LVT’s products are 

touch-enabled, mobile-friendly, device-agnostic and easy to reconfigure. LVT’s first product LiveTiles 

SharePoint launched in February 2015. 

At the heart of LVT’s effectiveness is its simplicity. The ‘drag and drop’ design editor, which simply installs into 
Office 365 and functions like a ‘presentation layer’ over the Microsoft technology, is easy to navigate and loaded 
with pre-configured applications and tiles that are simply placed on to, and moved around, a blank canvas. 
 
These applications and tiles include a range of document, calendar and task tiles, news and image carousels, 
Yammer and discussion feeds, and the ability to embed videos and presentations; allowing the user to more 
easily generate and reconfigure their internal browser-based (intranet) and external browser-based (extranet) 
interfaces using those Microsoft products. 
 
LVT’s products comprise of: 

• LiveTiles SharePoint;  

• LiveTiles Cloud; 

• LiveTiles for SAP Software; 

• LiveTiles MX, LiveTiles Bots; 

• LIveTiles Intelligence; 

• Live Tiles Mosaic; and  

• LiveTiles RAISE.  
 
 
Figure 1 LiveTiles SharePoint 

 
Source: LiveTiles Website 
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COMPANY STRATEGY 

Monetisation Strategy 

LVT has secured and identified multiple channels driving lead generation and monetisation with new and existing 
customers. 

Figure 2 Channels to the Market 

 
Source: LiveTiles 2017 AGM Presentation 

Partner Channel 

The first stage of LVT’s monetisation strategy is selling through partners to help scale growth and broaden their 

reach. Transacting partners have increased by 74% in the last 12 months as at 30 September 2017, bringing the 

total to 73, primarily compromising of consulting and implementation services providers across US, UK and 

Europe. 

LVT’s partners receive commission in the range of 10% to 30% of subscription fees, depending on their LiveTiles 

certification level.  

Pricing for LiveTiles Sharepoint and LivesTile Cloud are on a per user basis.  Small customers pay US$2.00 per user 

per month and discounts are offered as the number of licenced users increases. 

Direct Sales and Marketing 

lVT has a direct sales force which has been growing rapidly.  The second channel focuses on content generation 

and search engine marketing through web traffic and free trials. LVT also conducts digital marketing.  The 

digital marketing initiative was launched in February 2016.  

Microsoft Partnership 

The third channel of strengthening LVT’s alliance with Microsoft will be achieved by a number of ways 

including: 

• Offering free trials to Microsoft’s commercial customer base; 

• Marketing to Microsoft account managers generating substantial pipeline growth;  

• LiveTiles being included in Microsoft’s ISV App Catalogue; 

• Enabling Microsoft to automatically assign leads to LiveTiles;  

• Microsoft events such as the Worldwide Partner Conference and Ignite; and 

• The recently announced AI co-marketing initiative in the US. 
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Expand Customer Base 

Many LVT customers initially acquire its platform for a particular division or region. The fourth stage of 

obtaining such interest and then expanding the customer base from an existing company. As of 30 June 2017, 

LVT’s customer organisations (366) had 3.2m employees (potential users) of which 700,000 are LVT licensees.  

Mosaic 

LiveTiles Mosaic represents a future monetisation opportunity. In December 2017, LiveTiles Mosaic was 

licensed to all schools within the New York City Department of Education (circa 1.2m students and teachers). 

The US K-12 market alone has 50.7 million students and 3.2 million full-time teachers as of the end of 2017. 

Hence, the market for Mosaic is significant when monetised.  

The future strategy for monetising Mosaic is implementing paid premium packages and support as well as 

partnerships with education content providers and software vendors.  

Marketing Strategy 

LVT also has primary  marketing activities which consist of: 

• Content marketing – Content includes blogs, articles, infograms, e-newsletters, white papers, eBooks, 

webinars, case studies and instructional videos; 

• Advertising – chiefly focused in the digital space; 

• Events – such as sponsorships in Microsoft events; 

• Social media and public relations – Actively pursues media placement in social media channels; 

• Customer loyalty and remarketing – Maintaining social communications allowing customers to interact 

with key personnel in real time; and 

• Partner marketing and enablement – Training customers with marketing resources.  

CURRENT PRODUCTS 

LVT offers a range of products to the public that have been adapted to suit various needs of customers or entities, 

and has begun deploying platforms integrated with AI namely: LiveTiles Bots; LiveTiles Intelligence; and LiveTiles 

RAISE. 

Figure 3 LVT Products Overview 
 

Source: LVT 

 

 

 

 

 

Product Name Overview 

LiveTiles Sharepoint Digital Workplace on top of Microsoft Sharepoint and Office 365 
Targeting 200+ million SharePoint users 

LiveTiles Cloud Digital workplace outside SharePoint (Azure-hosted) 
Expands addressable market to any organisation using the cloud 

LiveTiles MX Customised mobile apps built from the LiveTiles responsive page canvas 

LiveTiles for SAP software Easily integrates and surfaces content from SAP applications within LiveTiles 
pages 

LiveTiles Bots An intuitive web-based tool enabling users to create customisable Virtual 
Assistants 

LiveTiles Intelligence Provides insights and analytics into how a digital workplace is performing 

LiveTiles Mosaic Digital classroom software for the K-12 education market (currently free) 

LiveTiles RAISE Retail artificial intelligence solution which will be debuted in NYC at the annual 
NRF 2018 
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LiveTiles SharePoint 

LVT’s SharePoint can be considered a ‘layer’ over SharePoint. SharePoint is a Microsoft owned web-based, 

collaborative platform that integrates with Microsoft Office, launched in 2001. SharePoint is primarily sold as a 

document management and storage system, but the product is highly configurable and usage varies substantially 

between organizations. Microsoft states that SharePoint has 190 million users across 200,000 customer 

organizations. 

SharePoint includes a secure, customizable platform which can be accessed on all devices. The product allows for 

personalised news generation, easy communication between staff, notifications, allows previewing of more than 

270 common file types and extends the function of One Drive by making the files shared within team sites, 

intranet sites or across the organisation.  

LiveTiles SharePoint is a digital workplace on top of the Microsoft SharePoint and Office 365 platform, which is 

outlined above. LiveTiles SharePoint was launched in February 2015 as a paid product. The product targets over 

200 million SharePoint users. This product is a platform for combining other platforms in an easy to use way and 

extends the original functionalities of SharePoint.  

LiveTiles SharePoint: 

• Automatically and rapidly generates Microsoft SharePoint architecture; 

• Can create engaging sites on SharePoint with no coding and in an easy to use way; 

• Allows teams to switch the design on the platform easily; 

• Extends social network for communication and collaboration in teams; 

• Combines everything workers need with sites which can be tailored for specific roles; 

• Integrates 3rd party applications within a few clicks and incorporate previous technology investments 

one user interface; and 

• Allows users to access all resources, apps and files in one place. 

Figure 4 LiveTiles SharePoint platform editor 

 
Source: LiveTiles Website 
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LiveTiles Cloud 

LiveTiles Cloud is a digital workplace design tool delivered via a SaaS model through Microsoft Azure giving LVT 

the ability to deliver digital workspace outside Microsoft SharePoint. This product was launched in September 

2016. It is hosted on Microsoft Azure.  

Microsoft Azure is a cloud computing service created by Microsoft for building, testing, deploying, and managing 

applications and services through a global network of Microsoft-managed data centres. It provides software as a 

service (SaaS), platform as a service and infrastructure as a service and supports many different programming 

languages, tools and frameworks, including both Microsoft-specific and third-party software and systems. Azure 

was announced in October 2008 and released on February 1, 2010 as "Windows Azure" before being renamed 

"Microsoft Azure" on March 25, 2014. Azure is generally available in 36 regions around the world. Microsoft has 

announced an additional four regions. 

The services provided by Azure include app creation, database service, cloud storage, predictive analysis, machine 

learning and job scheduling.  

LiveTiles Cloud has the same add on benefits as LiveTiles SharePoint.  

LiveTiles MX 

LiveTiles MX is an add-on to the LiveTiles Platform  which provides employees to access the platform on their 

mobile devices. The app is downloadable from Google Play or the App Store. This product was launched in April 

2017.  

Figure 5 LiveTiles MX 

 
Source: LiveTiles Website 

LiveTiles for SAP Software 

SAP Software is an add-on to the LiveTiles platform allowing the user to integrate and surface content from SAP 

applications within your existing LiveTiles pages. It involves the creation of one dashboard to view pay slips, 

approve purchase orders and update vendor details, among other functionalities.  

SAP Software and Solutions is a European multinational software corporation that makes enterprise software to 

manage business operations and customer relations.  

LiveTiles Bots  

LiveTiles Bots is LVT’s main AI platform, it enables anyone in the workplace to build their own chatbot (or virtual 

assistant) without any programming skills. Using LVT’s simple and visual design process, users can easily define 

the range of tasks, functionality and personality of their chatbot.  

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_center
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Capable of performing administrative tasks and freeing up employees to focus on higher value activities, chatbots 

are computer programs designed to simulate conversations with human users and respond using artificial 

intelligence (AI). Increasingly, they are becoming part of an enterprise’s IT environment as businesses look to 

technological solutions to remove menial tasks from employees. 

This product is built on Microsoft’s Bot Framework and allows the user to choose the abilities for their bot by 

simplifying complex technical concepts such as natural language understanding, intents and parameters. It means 

creating a virtual assistant for all employees is significantly less complex and time consuming.  

LiveTiles Bots will interface with an enterprises’ existing systems, software and LiveTiles’ digital experience 

platforms. This means the chatbots developed will be able to perform a wide range of tasks, such as finding 

people and content, scheduling meetings, logging IT support tickets, reporting an employee’s annual leave 

balance, running and distributing sales reports, and completing expense reports. 

LiveTiles Bots’ revenue model will be different from LiveTiles SharePoint, with customers purchasing the software 

from LVT for an annual fee rather than based off number of users using the software in the organisation. LiveTiles 

Bots will initially be trialled by several early-adopter customers. 

Figure 6 LiveTiles Bots platform 

 
Source: LiveTiles Website 

LiveTiles Intelligence 

LiveTiles Intelligence is designed to provide in-depth web analytics on digital workplaces designed with LiveTiles’ 

digital experience platform (DXP) product suite. LiveTiles Intelligence works with all LiveTiles products to provide 

analytical feedback via a visual heat map, providing insights into the level of user interaction and engagement 

with all page components. Using these insights, a page’s content and layout can be modified to promote an 

increased level of engagement with the most important components of a page.  

Further features under development will see LiveTiles Intelligence deliver recommended design changes based on 

common web design principles (such as colour, position, spacing, layout etc) to increase user engagement and 

promote a more positive user experience. The platform will then support testing of the changes to determine if 

they improve usage. The product was announced in September 2017.  

Over time LiveTiles Intelligence will learn what drives higher levels of interaction on a digital workplace page, and 

will be able to incorporate these learnings to fully automate the redesign of a page. The LiveTiles Intelligence 

offering will be highly complementary to the Company’s existing products, and will further empower users to 

build and improve on their own digital experiences. 

LiveTiles Intelligence has been developed in response to customer demand and therefore provides the 

opportunity to upsell LiveTiles Intelligence to existing customers, as well as attract new customers. 
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LiveTiles Mosaic 

LiveTiles Mosaic is focused on the Kindergarten to year 12 education market. LiveTiles Mosaic is a free education 

solution that lets any school using the Office 365 product to build collaborative, touch-friendly classrooms in the 

cloud. LiveTiles Mosaic allows teachers to create interactive learning spaces via LiveTiles’ ‘drag and drop’ 

functionality, and connect students to the classroom anywhere, on any device, at any time. Mosaic was launched 

in 2014. LVT Mosaic is currently a free product with 6.8m licensees and licensed to all schools within the New 

York City Department of Education (1.2m students and teachers). 

Figure 7 LiveTiles Mosaic 

 
Source: LVT  

LiveTiles RAISE (Retail Artificial Intelligence Solution) 

RAISE is a powerful solution built on a foundation of Microsoft and LiveTiles products, including LiveTiles Design, 

LiveTiles Bots and LiveTiles Intelligence. It has been designed to enhance retail experiences on both sides of the 

register and provides AI powered chatbots and analytics solutions for retailers and their employees. RAISE was 

launched in Jan 2018 by LVT in partnership with Microsoft. 

The software addresses real-world challenges experienced by retailers and provides tools and solutions to 

streamline processes and drive better customer service outcomes. LiveTiles RAISE unites hundreds of disparate 

applications used by retail employees; from social collaboration to inventory control systems, and enables the 

easy query of the combined information, using the software’s embedded chatbots.  

The information required by retail employees to best assist customers and manage teams can be overwhelming, 

and is typically housed across several disparate systems. This information includes: 

• Sales planning data, including inventory data, product profit margins and statistics on turnover; 

• Customer trends, including customer traffic data; 

• Employee data, including training records and staff scheduling; 

• Marketing and promotional information; 

• Performance analysis. 

LiveTiles RAISE proactively delivers information across all these areas, meaning decisions once made on pure 

instinct and incomplete or outdated information can be made using the most accurate, real-time data available; 

increasing speed to action while reducing costly errors. The chatbot component provides a wide range of abilities 

- from creating an intelligent personal shopping assistant with just a few clicks, to allowing a store manager to ask 

how many staff are on the floor at a particular time. 

LVT has debuted LiveTiles RAISE, its AI-powered retail solution, in New York City at the annual NRF 2018: Retail’s 

Big Show. The event runs from 14 to 16 January and hosts than 35,000 people and 18,000 retailers from around 

the world. LiveTiles Raise was co-promoted by LVT and MicroSoft at the event. 
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LVT’s COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 

LVT’s operates in the enterprise content management (ECM) industry, with its competitive advantage stemming 

from its unique value proposition being: 

• Higher user adoption – The simplicity of LVT’s platforms drivers higher user adoption in customer firms 

enabling organisations to capture more value from their IT spend; 

• Simplicity – LVT’s platforms can be configured and used by business users with minimal IT expertise as 

its tools and features are recognisable to users of popular web services; 

• Rapid deployment – LVT’s platforms can be easily, quickly and inexpensively deployed; 

• Seamless integration – Integrates seamlessly with Office 365 platform; and 

• Cost efficiency – LVT’s simplicity reduces time and cost to create and change pages with minimal 

training required. 

Figure 8 LVT's Customers By Annualised Subscription Revenue 

 
Source: AGM Presentation Nov 2017 
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MARKET OVERVIEW 

LVT operates within the fast-growing enterprise content management (ECM) market, which describes the 

management of a business’ internal information, records and data from creation to disposal. Previously 

unstructured and unavailable, content comes alive in digital business applications that engage customers, 

automate business processes, enhance collaboration, and govern and protect content throughout its lifecycle. 

The ECM market was estimated to be worth approximately US$5.5 billion in 2014. 

Growth in the ECM market is driven by: 

• the proliferation of data and content; 

• the ongoing shift to digital information; 

• increasing use of mobile devices in the workplace; and 

• the consumerisation of enterprise technology. 

As LVT products currently integrate with Microsoft’s SharePoint, Office 365 and Azure platforms. Every 

SharePoint, Office 365 and Azure Platform-as-a-Service customer is a potential customer. 

 

Artificial Intelligence 

LVT has launched three AI based products since inception, in line with the shift in Microsoft’s strategic focus from 

a ‘mobile-first’ strategy to an ‘AI-first’ strategy. The artificial intelligence industry is expected to grow more than 

20-fold between 2015 and 2024, from $126 billion in 2015 to a projected $3 trillion in 2024.  

With the rapid expansion of AI in the consumer market with tools such as Amazon’s Alexa and Apple’s Siri, LVT 

believes that the enterprise space is set to experience a similar surge. This notion is underpinned by a recent 

Forbes survey revealing 81% of IT leaders are currently or planning to invest in AI. 

Furthermore, research and advisory firm Gartner has also predicted that: 

• By 2019, 40% of enterprises will be actively using chatbots to facilitate business processes; and 

• By 2020, AI technologies will be a top 5 investment priority for more than 30% of CIOs. 

AFFILIATES 

Microsoft 

LVT and Microsoft have a close partnership as LVT’s platforms are layered onto Microsoft products.  

In January 2018 LVT announced the launch of LiveTiles RAISE in partnership with Microsoft. 

In December 2017 Microsoft also entered into a partnership with LVT to promote LiveTiles Bots as a AI solution 

that can be quickly deployed within its Azure platform to mid and large-sized organisations in the US. 

In November 2015 LVT and Microsoft entered into a Co-Marketing Agreement in which Microsoft’s enterprise 

customers in the US were given free licence period for 90 days of LiveTile’s SharePoint platform. This agreement 

ended on 31 December 2016. Furthermore, the several thousand salespeople at Microsoft promoted and sold the 

product, enabling rapid growth in customer base. 

Clean Energy Smart Manufacturing Innovation Institute (CESMII) 

 

On Jan 2018 LVT entered into a strategic partnership with CESMII, a public-private partnership established by the 

Smart Manufacturing Leadership Coalition (SMLC) and supported by the US Department of Energy‘s Advanced 

Manufacturing Office. The partnership focuses on promoting efficiency, growth and competitiveness in the 

US$2.2 trillion US manufacturing industry , using LiveTiles’ AI technology.  

LiveTiles and CESMII will work closely together to use LiveTiles’ collaboration and bot technology to improve the 

industry’s current IT architecture. A key focus will be to reduce complexity and drive manufacturing efficiency, by 

boosting collaboration and communication amongst teams and pairing workers with their individual machines 

using AI. 
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CESMII brings together the SMLC’s consortium of nearly 200 partners including Honeywell, General Mills, 

Arconics, Johnson & Johnson and now LiveTiles. 

CESMII will subscribe to LVTs’ AI technology and receive ongoing technical support.  

LVT will support CESMII by:  

• Implementing its design and collaboration software to help CESMII utilise existing technology 

investments made in the manufacturing industry and bring together disparate business applications to 

improve communication and productivity; and 

• Scoping the potential to develop AI-based, intelligent workplace solutions that simplify the use of 

machinery and streamline the supply chain.  

Manufacturing verticals supported by CESMII include: Automotive, Aerospace, Chemicals, Composites, Food & 

Beverage, Industrial Gas, Glass, Micro-electronics, Metals & Fabrication, Pulp & Paper, Refining, Petrochemicals 

and Plastics.  

LiveTiles will also work together with SMLC partners to improve the interaction between man and machine using 

AI technology. Its focus will be to deliver intelligent workplace technology, including bots and collaboration 

platforms, that empower the worker and deliver true digital transformation. 

RESELLERS 
LVT has 73 reseller partners that broaden its reach. 

Deloitte Australia (Deloitte) 

In May 2017 LVT signed a reseller agreement with global consulting firm, Deloitte Australia (Deloitte) to resell 

LVT’s software.  

Under the agreement, Deloitte will resell LVT software to its established customer base, which is largely focused 

on ASX 200 corporate customers. This additional distribution channel will accelerate LVT’s growth with large 

enterprise customers. 

Deloitte has a network of offices across Australia providing audit, economics, financial advisory, human capital, 

tax and consulting services. Its consulting services division, supported by a 1,300- strong practice of technology 

professionals, is a market leader in Australia in helping to create and sustain value for its clients through the 

effective alignment of IT and business strategies. 

The alliance provides strong validation of LiveTiles’ offering from one of the world’s leaders in the technology 

consulting space. 
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KEY RISKS 
There are a number of risks associated with an investment in the Company which have the potential to influence 

its financial performance, financial position, cash flows, distributions, growth prospects and share price. These 

risks can affect the value of an investment in the Securities of the Company. 

Based on the information available, a non-exhaustive list of the key risk factors affecting the Company is as 

follows: 

Microsoft Relationship - LVT has a close relationship with Microsoft and LVT products currently integrate with 

various Microsoft products. If LVT is unable to maintain a close relationship with Microsoft, or if any such 

Microsoft products are discontinued or experience declining market share, LVT’s market position and financial 

performance may be adversely affected.  

Reliance on Partners - LVT relies on partners to distribute its product to their underlying customers. If LVT is not 

able to attract and retain suitably qualified and productive partners, it may not be able to implement its business 

plan.  

Legal Risk - LVT is being sued for $US25 million ($33 million) by an ex-employee, who claims he was unlawfully 

sacked for being too old, being American and having cancer. LVT CFO Matt Brown comments "As LiveTiles has 

maintained from the inception of the case, the allegations are utterly without merit. LiveTiles intends to vigorously 

defend itself against these claims and to prove that they are frivolous.” On November 17, LVT's lawyers applied to 

have the case moved to a federal court, on the basis that an amended claim filed by Mr Girand in October alleged 

violation of federal laws, namely the Americans with Disabilities Act and the Age Discrimination in Employment 

Act 

Product faults - Software products frequently contain undetected defects or bugs when first introduced or when 

new versions or enhancements are released. LVT has on occasions found defects and bugs in its products and 

new defects or bugs may be detected in its existing or future products. If that occurs, LVT’s revenue may be 

adversely affected. 
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BOARD AND MANAGEMENT 

Mr Karl Redenbach – Executive Director and CEO 

Mr.Redenbach co-founded the LiveTiles concept, together with Peter Nguyen-Brown, in 2012. Karl was also a co-

founder and the former CEO of the nSynergy Group, a global technology consulting business. Karl was awarded 

CEO of the year by the Australian Human Resources Institute in December 2014. Karl holds a Bachelor of Laws 

and a Bachelor of Arts from Monash University and completed the Owner/President Management program at 

Harvard Business School. 

Mr Peter Nguyen-Brown – CXO and Executive Director 

Mr Nguyen-Brown has 20 years’ experience in technology consulting and software development. Peter was 

formerly Chief Operating Officer and co-founder of the nSynergy Group and Vice President-Solutions & Support 

by Rhipe Ltd. He received his undergraduate degree from Swinburne University of Technology. 

Mr Matthew Brown – Executive Director and CFO 

Mr. Brown received his undergraduate degree from The University of Sydney and a graduate degree from The 

University of Sydney. Mr brown was previously a Division Director with Macquarie Capital in Sydney and New 

York. During his 12 years at Macquarie Capital, Matthew advised on mergers, acquisitions, divestments and 

capital raising transactions. 

Ms Cassandra Leigh Kelly – Non-Executive Chair and Non-Executive Director 

Ms Kelly has over 22 years of experience in leadership and executive roles at global organisations, and is founder 

of Pottinger; a global advisory firm which specialises in strategy, innovation, financial analysis, M&A advisory and 

big data analytics. Ms Kelly is one of Australia’s top 10 chairs as voted by The Australian in 2017. She was awarded 

the Australian Financial Review/Westpac 100 Women of Influence Award (2012) as one of the 10 most influential 

women in boards and management in Australia and is currently the Chair of Treasury Corporation Victoria and a 

former director of Flight Centre. Previously holding senior positions at GMAC Commercial Mortgage, Deutsche 

Bank, HSBC and Mckinsey, Cassandra is an expert advisor, and provides guidance on innovation, digitalisation, 

entrepreneurship and growth to the B20. She has addressed multiple forums, including the G20 Finance Ministers 

and the Reserve Bank Governor’s Meeting 

Mr Andrew (Andy) Edward Mckeon – Non-Executive Director 

Mr Mckeon has over 25 years of global marketing experience and is currently a senior executive at Facebook and 

Instagram, where he manages Facebook’s and Instagram’s customers including amazon, Nike and Apple. 

Previously Andrew was a creative director at Apple where he helped launch a number of Apple’s products.  

Simon Tyrrell - Chief Product Officer  

Simon joined LiveTiles in 2013 and leads the global Product Development team. Simon was previously Chief 

Strategy Officer and Product Innovation Manager at nSynergy, a Microsoft-aligned technology consulting 

business. Simon has 16 years’ IT experience including 11 years consulting on enterprise collaboration solutions. 

Owen Brandt – Vice President – APAC  

Owen joined LiveTiles in January 2016. Owen leads the sales process, go-to-market, alliances program and 

Microsoft relationship for LiveTiles in the Asia-Pacific region. Owen was previously Alliance Director, Greater Asia 

at Sitecore, a global enterprise software business. 

Daniel Diefendorf – Vice President – North East USA 

Daniel (Dan) Diefendorf joined LiveTiles as Vice President, North-East USA. Dan has extensive experience in 

building and growing enterprise Software-as-a-Service businesses across business development, sales, operations 

and strategy. Dan was previously Senior Vice President, Sales at BrightStarr where he successfully led and grew 

the Unily SaaS business in North America. 
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Tom Harshbarger – Vice President – North America 

Tom Harshbarger joined LiveTiles as Vice President, Partner Network, North America. Tom has 25 years’ 

technology experience spanning application development to sales leadership, including 14 years at Microsoft 

where his most recent role was Senior Channel Sales Manager. Tom will be responsible for managing and growing 

LVT’s partner network across North America.  

Michael Maurer – General Manager - Germany Austria and Switzerland 

Former Microsoft Global Strategist Michael Maurer joined LiveTiles during the quarter, to lead the Company’s 

expansion into one of the world’s largest economic regions, Germany, Austria and Switzerland (DACH region). 

Michael brings strong consultative selling and digital transformation experience, with over 12 years in the IT 

industry, 7 of which were with Microsoft. Michael is responsible for driving new customer growth from the DACH 

region via direct, partner and Microsoft channels in accordance with the Company’s strategy to expand its global 

footprint and drive strong revenue growth in FY18.  

Daniel Goss – Vice President – Innovation & Experience 

Daniel joined LiveTiles in November 2016. Daniel leads the global Customer Success Team and innovation 

portfolio, helping partners and customers understand the value of LiveTiles. Daniel has over 15 years’ experience 

in business analysis, software development, consultancy, and management in the Microsoft space, including 

SharePoint, Office 365, Azure and .NET. 
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FINANCIALS 

 
Source: EverBlu Capital 

 

 

Profit and loss A$m 2017a 2018e 2019e 2020e Financial metrics 2017a 2018e 2019e 2020e

Revenue 4.8     12.3         19.6   30.3     Sales growth % 99.6 154.5 59.6 54.3

Operating costs (10.2)  (22.0)       (27.5)  (34.4)    EPS growth % N/A N/A N/A N/A

EBITDA (5.3)    (9.7)         (7.9)    (4.1)      

D&A (0.9)    (0.9)         (1.0)    (1.1)      EBITDA margin % N/A N/A N/A -13.6

EBIT (6.2)    (10.6)       (8.9)    (5.3)      EBIT margin % N/A N/A N/A N/A

Net Interest -     -          -     -       Gearing (ND/ND&E) % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

PBT (6.2)    (10.6)       (8.9)    (5.3)      Interest cover (EBIT/Net int) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Tax (0.3)      -              -       -         

NPAT before minorities (6.5)      (10.6)          (8.9)      (5.3)        Average ROE % N/A N/A N/A N/A

Minority interests -       -              -       -         Average ROA % N/A N/A N/A -41.3

Reported NPAT (6.5)      (10.6)          (8.9)      (5.3)        

Non-recurring items (0.9)      -              -       -         W'td ave shares (m) 484.3 484.3 484.3 484.3

Underlying NPAT (7.4)    (10.6)       (8.9)    (5.3)      W'td average shares diluted (m) 484.3 484.3 484.3 484.3

EPS diluted (c) (1.5)    (2.2)         (1.8)    (1.1)      Sales and earnings multiples 2017a 2018e 2019e 2020e

P/E x N/A N/A N/A N/A

Cashflow A$m 2017a 2018e 2019e 2020e EV/EBITDA x N/A N/A N/A N/A

EBITDA -5.3 -9.7 -7.9 -4.1 EV/EBIT x N/A N/A N/A N/A

Change in WC 1.6 -0.8 -0.6 -0.9 EV/sales x 72.5 28.5 17.9 11.6

Tax paid 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Dividend yield % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Other -0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

Net interest 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 DDM valuation A$m A$/share

Operating cashflow -4.5 -10.5 -8.4 -5.1 6.83% cost of equity, 3.0% terminal growth

Enterprise value 350.8

Purchase of PP&E 0.0 -0.9 -1.0 -1.1 Net cash (debt) 2.7

Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Equity value 353.5 0.730

Investing cashflow 0.0 -0.9 -1.0 -1.1

Shares on issue m

Equity Proceeds 0.1 10.7 17.5 0.0 Ordinary shares 451.2

Dividends paid 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Debt Proceeds 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Fully diluted 451.2

Financing cashflow 0.1 10.7 17.5 0.0

Net cashflow -4.4 -0.8 8.0 -6.2

Balance sheet A$m 2017a 2018e 2019e 2020e Major shareholders m Interest

Cash 3.5 2.7 10.8 4.6 ZTH Tech Pty Ltd <Triton DISCRETIONARY A/C> 109.93 22.7%

Receivables 4.0 5.1 6.3 8.1 97.18 20.1%

Inventory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Mr Karl Redenbach 19.50 4.0%

Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Mr Matthew Grahame Brown <Alluvion Discretionary> 13.85 2.9%

Total current assets 7.5 7.8 17.1 12.6 One Managed Investment Funds Limited <Lakehouse Small Complanies A/C>9.07 1.9%

PPE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Mr Peter Nguyen-Brown 6.75 1.4%

Deferred tax assets 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Mr Anthony Shane Kittel & Mrs Michele Therese Kittel <Kittel Family Super Fund A/C>5.56 1.1%

Rental deposit 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 Rhipe Livetiles Pty Limited 4.09 0.8%

Total assets 7.6 7.9 17.2 12.8 Onmell Pty Ltd <ONM BPSF A/C> 3.70 0.8%

Mr Anthony Shane Kittel & Mrs Michele Therese Kittel <Kittel Family Super A/C>3.35 0.7%

Accounts payable 2.4 2.7 3.3 4.2 Myall Resources Pty Ltd <Myall Group Super Fund AC> 3.34 0.7%

Income tax payable 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Total 276.3 57.1%

Other 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7

Provisions 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Total current liabilities 4.3 4.6 5.3 6.1

Other 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Employee benefits provision 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total liabilities 4.5 4.8 5.5 6.3

Issued capital 25.0 35.6 53.1 53.1

Accumulated losses (21.9)  (32.5)       (41.4)  (46.7)    

Total equity 3.1 3.1 11.7 6.4

NIA Tech Pty Ltd <ODEON Discretionary A/C>
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LVT’S CAPITAL POSITION 

LVT’s cash position at 30 June 2017 was $3.5m.  On August LVT announced a capital raise for $12m at $0.18 per 

share. This resulted in an additional 66.3m shares being issued. 

The raise brings LVT’s cash position to $11.6m in Q1FY18. Our modelling assume LVT’s cash position will be $2.7m 

by the end of FY18.   

LVT’s 4C reports show it spent $4m on expenses in Q1FY18 and is expected to spend $5.2m in Q2FY18. Our 

modelling assumes that at current run rate expenditure, LVT will be unable to sustain its current run-rate 

expenditure without a capital raise before or during FY19.  

Hence, we have assumed a capital raise in FY19 of $17.5m through issuing 33m shares, resulting in total shares on 

issue for LVT to be 484m from FY19. 

ASSUMPTIONS 

Our modelling assumes that LVT’s average customer acquisition cost currently to be $47,000/customer with an 

average sales/customer per annum of $26,449 as at Q4FY19.  

For an estimated $11m sales and marketing cost in FY18 and 14.3m in FY19, we estimate paying customers for 

LVT to grow from 366 in Q4FY17 to 772 by Q4FY19.   

Our modelling also assumes that LVT’s cost of $1 of additional annualised subscription increase per customer to 

be $3.10/customer (as at Q4FY19). 

This equates to a total cost for increasing total annual subscription revenue to be $1.27 for every dollar increase, 

which is in line with current levels and is assumed to remain approximately the same going forwards. 

Our model accounts for future revenue from the commercialisation of the LiveTiles Bots service. Commencing 

from FY20, we have assumed short-term exponential growth and long-term low to moderate growth. In our 

model, the revenue per customer has been assumed to remain constant at $45,000.  

Assuming current expenditures on marketing and sales, our model values LVT at $0.73 per share. 

Figure 9 Forecast for LiveTiles SharePoint 

 
Source: EverBlu Capital 

VALUATION 

 
Because LVT is reinvesting for growth we don’t expect it to make significant profit until 2023.  Hence we must use 

forecast earnings for FY23 for our valuation.  For FY23 the market PE multiple is assumed to be 13.7 times 

earnings.   

We propose that LVT should trade at a 10% premium to the market multiple in FY23 (13.7 times 110% times 4.9c 

equals A73c/sh).  The price target is also underpinned by our DDM valuation (which goes out to 2023) and uses a 

cost of equity of 6.83%. 

We are initiating coverage on LVT with a 12-month price target of A73/sh and a BUY recommendation.   
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This Research Report has been prepared by Russell Wright (“Mr Wright”) in his capacity as a Corporate Authorised Representative (CAR: 422117)  and issued 
(in Australia) by EverBlu Capital Pty Ltd  (ABN 23 612 793 683) (AFS Licence No. 499 601) (“EverBlu Capital”) and remains the property of EverBlu Capital Pty Ltd. 
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